WHERE THE HECK DID MY SEARCH BOX GO?!

All of your favorite search options are still available via the library’s home page albeit in a newly organized fashion. The tab delivery system of the old site has been replaced by a single drop down menu which provides us greater flexibility of more options within a cleaner, more efficient design.

Let’s take a look, shall we?

These ...

Have been replaced by these ...

And as was the case with the old site, the explanatory text, corresponding links and search criteria options which surround the search box are responsive to the type of search selected. What follows below is a brief explanation of each of the search options currently available on the brand new Kenyon LBIS web site.
**Summon**

The Summon option searches the largest amount of paid Kenyon content by performing a keyword search of the library’s electronic databases while also searching the traditional catalog content. The “Summon” link (in purple) takes one directly to the Summon interface while the “Research Databases A-Z” will take you to our complete list of subscription databases.

**CONSORT**

The CONSORT option searches the traditional catalog shared by Kenyon with Denison University, Ohio Wesleyan University, and The College of Wooster. The “CONSORT” link takes you directly to the catalog interface while the “MyCONSORT” link will take you to the log-in screen for managing your requests and renewals.

**OhioLINK**

The OhioLINK option searches the union catalog shared by all of the 89 participating OhioLINK institutions. As with the previous two options, the “OhioLINK” link takes you directly to the catalog while the “WorldCat” link takes one to OCLC’s international union catalog.
Journals by Title

Journals by Title is a new option which allows one to search for academic journals by title or ISSN held by Kenyon electronically and/or in print and on microfilm. The “Subject” and “A-Z” links take you to browsing options for the journals collection.

Subject Guides

The Subject Guides option searches the library’s rich collection of subject area research guides and course specific guides authored by Kenyon librarians. Guides are also browsable by title, subject area, or author by clicking on the accompanying “A-Z”, “subject” and “librarian” links below the search box.

Course Reserves

The Course Reserves search option searches the ERes online course reserve module while the “ERes” link below takes one directly to the database and the “Moodle” link takes one to Kenyon’s other electronic course reserve system.
Digital Kenyon

The **Digital Kenyon** search option explores Kenyon’s unique digital content collections while the “Digital Kenyon” link takes one directly to the new Kenyon digital commons interface.